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(l) English text 

fifth line: 

delete: "have been used" and substitute "be used" 

(2) French text: 

twelfth line: 

delete: "auraient pu" and substitute "pourraient" 

CONSEIL EXECUTIF EB21/19 Corr.l 

Page 2 : 

1) Texte anglais î 

cinquième ligne s 

remplacer les mots "have been used" par les mots "be used" 

2) Texte français : 

douzième ligne t 

14 Janvier 1958 
Vingt et unième Session 

Point 1,4 de l'ordre du Jour 
ORIGINAL J FRANÇAIS 

RAPPORT DES REPRESENTANTS DU CONSEIL EXECUTIF A LA 
DIXIEME ASSEMBLEE MONDIALE DE LA SANTE 

remplacer les mots "auraient pu" par le mot "pourraient". 
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REPORT BY REPRESENTATIVES OP THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
AT THE TENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

Professor G. A. Canaperia and IVL W. H. Boucher, who were iesignated at the 

nineteenth session of the Executive Board as the Board * s representatives 

(..esolution EB19,R72), attended the Tenth World Health Assembly and took part 

in the plsnary meetings and in the meetings of the main committees in order • in 

accordance with their terms of reference 一 to explain the Board
1

 s point of view 

in regard to the questions submitted to it for examination, and to reply to any 

questions asked in connexion with the various points of the Board* s report to 

the Assembly. 

Professor Canaperia submitted the reports on the eighteenth and nineteenth 

sessions of the Board to a plenary meeting. He drew attention to the most 

important items in the Board
1

 s work and to the general lines along which it had 

developed its activities. In particular, he emphasized the spirit of fruitful 

collaboration which had animated the members of the Board. 

With regard to the main committees, Professor Canaperia attended the 

meetings of the Committee on Programme and Budget and Mr Boucher those of the 

Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, Both were present at 

the meeting devoted to examination and approval of the proposed regular programme 

and budget for 1950? Professor Canaperia gave the Board's views on this subject 

and explained the principles on which the Board
1

 s recommendations were based. 

The Executive Board
1

s representatives spoke on a number of occasions at 

the meetings of the main committees. In addition to making a general statement 

on the Board's reports, they, also provided explanations, with respect to certain 

recommendations• 

The Board
1

 s representative at the Committee on Administration, Finance and 

Legal Matters was invited to comment upon the Report of the External Auditor on 
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the Financial Report and accounts for 1956. In connexion with the recommendations 

submitted by the Executive Board to the Assembly, Mr Boucher gave explanations on the 

subject of the amounts made available from such sources as casual income, collection 

of arrears of contributions and the balance from certain funds• He also indicated 

to the Committee how these amounts could have been used, instead of additional assess 

ment of Member States, to finance the 1957 supplementary budget recommended by the 

Board in order to meet increased personnel costs resulting from the application of 

the recommendations of the United Nations Salary Review Committee. 

It should be noted that the Assembly and the main committees paid great 

attention to the explanations and comments of the Board's representatives• It may 

be concluded that this representation is an important factor in ensuring liaison 

between the Assembly and the Board; it permits emphasis of cefrtain points and 

additional explanations, and throws more light on the spirit and scope of the Board's 

resolutions• 


